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Stimulate the Economy
by Restoring Nature
I

nvesting in infrastructure projects
that are “shovelready” seems to be the
current mantra when
speaking of reviving
our flagging economy
– and what could fit
the bill more perfectly
than ecological restoration? It not only
offers us “green jobs”
that will put hundreds
of thousands of people to work, it is the
primary source of long-term prosperity and
sustainability. Our communities’ livelihoods and well-being were built upon, and
are dependent on, our vast natural wealth.
Nature’s “green infrastructure” is incredibly
complex, yet it “effortlessly” provides us
with the most essential of goods and services – renewable resources such as clean air,
water, food and energy – not to mention the
aesthetic, cultural, and recreational values
that we cherish. Much of humanity’s past

use of the land has lead
to the degradation of this
precious resource, and we
now have a once in a generation chance to reverse,
at least in part, the damage we have wrought.

E

cological or ecosystem restoration
is often perceived as a
technical term or academic discipline with little
relevance to the economic and environmental challenges that we face today. However,
local communities in the United States
and around the world are picking up their
shovels and rehabilitating degraded natural
areas, in most cases with little or no funding. These Herculean efforts point to an
increasing public awareness that restoring
“green infrastructure” is the most efficient
and desirable way to secure these goods and
services. In many cases, these are irreplaceable,
(continued on next page)

Take the SER International Professional Survey

S

ER International is currently conducting a survey of individuals engaged
in the practice of ecological restoration in order to better understand the
unique skills and experience that practitioners bring to the field. This survey
will be used to guide the development of future programs such as professional certification to ensure they meet the needs of the growing number of
practitioners and help improve the quality of restoration projects. We would
like to include as many participants as possible, so if you have not yet had an
opportunity to take the survey and would like to do so, please visit
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=2vvA7hqeEndTnWCvqVWiww_3d_3d
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Top South African Journals to Go Open Access

R

ecent studies have
shown that open access to academic journals allows scientists in
the developing world to
make a more significant
contribution to global
science. Greater access
to information facilitates more effective research built on a
broader base of literature and strengthens scientific communication such that
research findings have a greater impact
both regionally and internationally.

regions contemplating
similar initiatives.

T

he Academy of
Science of South
Africa (ASSA) announced at the African
Science Communication Conference in Johannesburg, South Africa in February
2009 that a number of the country’s
top academic journals would soon be
made open-access. The South African
Journal of Science (SAJS) will be the
first to make the switch, and 34 others
ecognizing this fact, the Scientific will follow suit by the end of the year.
Electronic Online Library (SciELO) It is hoped that this initiative will help
(http://www.scielo.org) was initiated in raise the profile of African research and
Brazil in 1997 to provide researchers make it a more significant part of the
throughout Ibero-America free access international academic community.
to online journals. Eight countries are Visit http://www.scidev.net/en/news/
now participating in SciELO, and the top-south-african-journals-to-go-openprogram has become a model for other access.html to read more.

R

and landscape architects to nursery and
forest professionals. There are also opportunities for retooling our work force
continued from page 1
and energizing volunteers to meet the
needs of our future “green economy”.
and their economic value is immeasurable: The Canadian government, for example
how can we replace the environment’s role has a new program that has hired laidin protecting us from droughts, floods, and off mill workers to work on several
storms or providing water and air purifica- grassland restoration projects in British
Columbia.
tion or supporting our agriculture, fisheries, and timber industries? What about
here are very few earmarks in this
carbon sequestration and habitat for our
bill so it is up to community-based
rich biodiversity?
organizations, non-profits, and private
industry to make the case for restoring
he $789 billion economic stimulus
nature where they live and work. Respackage signed into law recently protoration is not limited to our natural or
vides substantial funds for conservation,
wilderness areas, which can increase
renewable energy, and the environment
but does not specify individual projects, ef- wildlife and recreation values; cities
fectively allowing the states to decide how can also be revitalized by projects that
best to spend this money. Many ecological reinstate important ecological processes,
and agricultural and forestry lands can
restoration projects currently in the pipebecome more productive and sustainable.
line are under-funded and under-staffed,
Reconnecting nature and culture in the
and the allocation of funds to ensure their
implementation promises to bring immedi- new “restoration economy” must be an
important component that can be activatate benefit to many sectors of our labor
ed right away if this economic stimulus
force, as these projects require a diverse
set of skills and expertise – from engineers is to be successful.

Stimulate the Economy
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A View from the Chair
By George Gann | SER International Board Chair

For those of you living in
the northern hemisphere, spring has
come, or will shortly, and with it the
new growth of another year. Now is
the moment to put into action your
restoration plans developed with fine
detail over the winter. It’s time to
stop sitting around the fire releasing
carbon. Go out and plant some trees,
restore some prairie soils or rehydrate
a wounded wetland!
Shovels, saws, and drip torches at the ready, it’s time to engage
your neighbors in efforts to increase
ecological complexity and resilience.
Well, perhaps we shouldn’t use those
particularly academic words, and
saying we want to improve ecological structure and function wouldn’t
be a great marketing ploy either. But
seriously, springtime offers an unprecedented opportunity to harness
the enthusiasm of volunteers, local
governments, private corporations,
landowners and other potential restorationists in the community. More
and more regular people, our fellow
citizens, know that something must
be done to restore wildlife habitat,
repair damaged forests and wetlands,
and improve the quality of the air,
soil, and water. And they are keen
on doing something about it. Those

of us with experience would be
remiss not to offer guidance, advice and a little
personal attention to fuel these
desires. Please
don’t squander
this opportunity; we only get a limited number of
springtimes in our lives.
For those in the southern
hemisphere, you have had your season of growth and are harvesting the
fruits of your labor. Soon, it will be
time to reflect on the accomplishments and lessons learned. And remember, it is never too early to plan
for the next spring; time flies! So
after a short break to recharge the
batteries, get ready to return to the
difficult tasks at hand. For the more
well thought out and carefully made
are our preparations, the more we can
accomplish to restore nature and, in
the process, enrich our own lives and
those of others in our communities.
For those like me, who live in areas without obvious seasonal cycles,
there is never any downtime. While
spring is an amazing time to be in
South Florida, my home, it is also

the beginning of the serious part of
the dry season. Plants want to grow
and grow fast, but the water supply
is limited and everything is stressed.
In the upland karst, access to groundwater is restricted. Wetlands dry up
and animals congregate in smaller
and smaller pools of water. Alligators and birds gorge themselves, and
everything awaits the onslaught of
the rainy season, which can bring the
ferocity of hurricanes. While it is a
great time to kill exotic plants, it is
generally not the time to plant trees,
or to conduct prescribed fires. For
those of us in the tropics and subtropics, it is important to become attuned
to the nuances of the seasons and
to spread our energies more evenly
across the year.
Whether strong or subtle, change
is in the air. Let’s do the best we can
to take advantage of the flow of the
seasons and maximize our efforts to
make the world a better place.
Yours truly,
George Gann, Chair
Society for Ecological
Restoration International

Back Issues of Ecological Restoration Soon to be Available Online
In 1981, the journal Ecological Restoration broke
new ground with writings about the work of restoring
the environment. Founder William Jordan III, who later
was also a founding member of SER International, began
publishing the “original restoration publication,” which
was initially named Restoration & Management Notes,
in response to his observations of a swell of interest in
restoration efforts around the country and the world. The
history of this journal, published by University of Wisconsin Press with support from the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, thus tracks the development of a social movement for environmental restoration as well as
the emergence of the science and practice of ecological
restoration.
This history, however, has not been easily available because issues from the original volume in 1981

through the year 2002 are not yet digitized and are available only in print. Thanks to a generous donation from
funds provided by the Society for Ecological Restoration
in memory of Dr. Jordan’s parents, Katherine Louise
Schuetz Jordan and William R. Jordan, Jr., these back issues will soon be digitized. This gift recognizes the legacy of Mrs. Jordan, who taught English for many years at
both high school and college levels, and Mr. Jordan, who
was a forester with the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources from 1949-1978.
The added issues should be accessible by October 2009 at the Ecological Restoration website (http://
er.uwpress.org/), along with the currently available content published since 2001.
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Olentangy River Wetland
Research Park
The Wilma H. Schiermeier Olentangy River
Wetland Research Park is
a 21-hectare complex of
created and natural freshwater riverine wetlands
located on The Ohio State
University campus in Columbus, Ohio. Designed
to provide teaching, research and community
outreach opportunities related to wetland and river
science and ecological
engineering, the ORWRP
is the only such longterm, large-scale wetland
research facility on any
university campus in the
world. As such, it has an important role in disseminating
research findings and helping scientists to better understand how wetlands, rivers, and watersheds function in
support of flood control, wildlife habitat, and water quality improvement, and ways in which we can create and
restore these systems to protect the environment.
The ORWRP has developed into a diverse set of habitats
and vegetated ecosystems comparable to any similarsized temperate zone wetland, and now includes freshwater, tree-dominated wetlands, permanent watercourses,
seasonal freshwater marshes, and permanent freshwater
marshes. Recognizing its importance, the U.S. designated the site its 24th Wetland of International Importance
under the Ramsar Convention in 2008, making it one of
only a few Ramsar wetlands in the American Midwest.
We recently caught up with the Director of the ORWRP,
Dr. Bill Mitsch, to find out more about the facility.

needed such a site, I was
just persistent! Then
we received a donation
and surprise, there was
a perfect riparian site on
the Olentangy River that
Ohio State University
had given away because
they had no use for this
site because it flooded
too much! We had to go,
hat in hand, to the company the university had
rented it to and ask for it
back! No problem—the
company Director was a
card-carrying member of
Ducks Unlimited!

What have been the project’s major successes to date,
in terms of wildlife habitat and ecosystem services?
Dr. Mitsch:
In terms of wildlife habitat, we are enormously proud
of the fact that 160 bird species have been seen over the
years at this urban wetland. That is a big number for an
urban setting. And 26 of those are migrating warblers.
We have seen some prize birds too like Osprey, Northern
Harrier (Marsh Hawk), and Merln. The biggest thrill for
me was seeing a Bald Eagle soaring around our created
oxbow for a good long time a few years ago. First bald
eagle ever reported as far as I am aware over Ohio State
University’s campus. Too bad we have the buckeye instead of the eagle as our university symbol! (But we do
have lots of buckeye trees in our restored bottomland
hardwood forest!) We also have an Ohio-endangered
darter in the river near the outflow of our wetlands.
Oh, do we have ecosystem services! We of course are

How did the idea of creating experimental wetlands on cleaning up the river water that passes through our wetthe OSU campus take shape?
lands. That is well documented in our publications over
Dr. Mitsch:

Since my days as a grad student at the University of
Florida doing experimental research on recycling wastewater in cypress swamps with Professor H.T. Odum, I
have always been fascinated by whole-ecosystem studies, especially of wetlands. When I first arrived at Ohio
State, my first major research was helping Don Hey at
the Des Plaines River Demonstration Project north of
Chicago. Both experiences—Florida and Illinois—were
quite influential in my formulating the idea of a campus experimental wetland site. After I decided that we

the years. Nitrate–nitrogen and soluble reactive phosphorus are statistically less at the outflow compared to
the inflow every year based on weekly sampling for the
last 14 years. The wetlands, especially those that are
naturally flooded, provide an enormous service of flood
mitigation during flood conditions on the Olentangy. I
describe it as water that is not in somebody’s basement
in Columbus during the floods. I think we translated the
flood water from one flood as equivalent to 17 feet of
water in Ohio Stadium. We have ways to communicate
with the Buckeye faithful!

(continued on next page)
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Olentangy River Wetlands continued
Our most recent ecosystem services involve carbon sequestration. We have published some results on that and
will have a lot more to say in the near future.

What has been the greatest challenge thus far in creating an integrated, functioning wetlands ecosystem
at Olentangy?
Dr. Mitsch:
The greated challenge has been making the site sustainable from a human-use standpoint. I have no issue with
Mother Nature creating sustainable ecosystems there
with a little help from us. But after we created the infrastructure of plumbing with the river, visitor’s tower,
research for students, and most importantly the one-ofa-kind Heffner Wetland Building, we had to think about
how to make sure this place remains at the university for
a very very long time. Bless Wilma H. Schiermier, Bill
Heffner, the Sipp family, and many other individuals,
foundations, and corporations for continuing to help on
that. As one indicator, we have over 30 OSU employees
who contribute with every paycheck to the wetlands! We
are so honored about that! But we still have a long way
to go to make it truly sustainable for its roles in teaching,
research, and public outreach!

In your opinion, what will be this site’s greatest contribution to the fields of wetland science and ecological
restoration?
Dr. Mitsch:
On the scale of Midwestern USA and the Mississippi
River Basin, I think the ORW has been in the symbolic
center of our campaign to restore MOM, the MississippiOhio-Missouri Basin as we now call it. Our decade record of nitrate-nitrogen removal by our kidney wetlands
are both symbolic and practical guideline of how wetlands can improve water quality to minimize the hypoxia
in the Gulf of Mexico.
On an international scale, we are now publishing research
on the importance of carbon sequestration by wetlands as
one of their most important ecosystem services. We are
also trying to balance that with measurements of methane and nitrous oxide emissions from wetlands—both of
these are greenhouse gases. Of course to study these, we
have to go around the world—but the ORW is always
home and the place where we can test field techniques
first.
Finally, I think we have shown that there are some studies that can only be conducted at a large experimental
scale, and that smaller more replicated scales may be
inadequate. We also have demonstrated my two most
important principles about wetland design---Mother Nature (self-design is paramount) and Father Time (nature
takes her time). If our policy makers could only appreciate these more.

In April 2008, the Olentangy River Wetlands were designated by the U.S. as its 24th Wetland of International
Importance under the Ramsar Convention. What will
this designation mean in terms of future management What aspect of your involvement with the park has
been most fulfilling for you personally as Director?
of the site, scientific research, etc?
Dr. Mitsch:

Dr. Mitsch:

Being designated as a Ramsar wetland was a magnificent
honor that we announce to anybody who comes here.
We are the first Ramsar wetlands in Ohio and at the time
only the 24th in the USA. We are tiny compared to some
of the refuges that are Ramsar sites in the USA---but tiny
and feisty. The designation has already paid off. A gas
company wanted to run a gas line under the wetland site
and, bless their heart, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
jumped in and said “No way, that is a Ramsar site!” The
University then jumped right in line and denied the request. So it has already helped. Our university sees it as
a badge of distinction and I hope that continues as OSU
administrators come and go for years.

Personally, to have so many graduate students and post
docs become professors or otherwise successful in their
careers after going through the ORW over the past 15-20
years has been my best professional fulfillment. Hopefully they take our little steps and move on with them
to save the watery world. That means as much to me as
recognitions like the Stockholm Water Prize that was at
least partially linked to our development of the ORW.

Perhaps from the SER perspective, the Ramsar designation of created wetlands in Ohio is finally a recognition
that we can create and restore wetlands if we know what
we are doing. I believe this is the first Ramsar wetland
complex in the world where most of the wetlands were
created. Wetland creation and restoration has so roundly
been criticized over the years for a lot of reasons—many
justified. But I have always believed that humans can
create and restore wetlands. Beavers do!

It has also been rewarding to deal with the public at
the Olentangy River Wetlands; explaining what you do
again and again and having your “lab” as essentially a
walk-through lab has kept me on my toes about what is
important and has perhaps inspired someone along the
way who will take the lead some day.

More information is available by visiting http://
swamp.osu.edu or by contacting Dr. Mitsch
(mitsch.1@osu.edu).
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New Books & Articles
“Assisted Colonization in a
Changing Climate: A Test-study
Using Two U.K. Butterflies”
Stephen G. Willis, Jane K. Hill,
Chris D. Thomas, David B. Roy,
Richard Fox, David S. Blakeley,
& Brian Huntley

Recent climatic change in
temperate regions has been rapid,
and there is mounting evidence
to suggest that species are failing
to keep track of suitable climate
conditions. Thus, assisted colonization is being explored as a possible
means of helping wildlife spread
into new areas and adapt to rapidly
changing climate patterns. A team
of researchers, led by biologists at
Durham and York Universities, used
“species-climate” models to predict
suitable sites for the introduction of
two U.K. butterfly species beyond
current range margins. The results
of the study show that translocation
to climatically-suitable areas can be
successful and that butterflies can
survive beyond the northern limits
of their ranges if given a “helping
hand” to get to suitable new habitats.
The full article is available at
http://www3.interscience.wiley.
com/cgi-bin/fulltext/121677267/
HTMLSTART

Nature’s Second Chance:
Restoring the Ecology of
Stone Prairie Farm
Steven Apfelbaum

Since 1981, restoration ecologist
Steven Apfelbaum has worked to
transform his eighty-acre Stone Prairie Farm in Wisconsin into a biologically diverse ecosystem of prairie,
wetland, spring brook, and forest.

Although neighboring farmers were
initially skeptical about his plans,
the restored farm is now serving as a
model of environmental stewardship
for other local landowners. Nature’s
Second Chance offers unique insights into the biological world, the
processes of ecological recovery,
and the role of humans in healing
the planet, one farm, lot, or brownfield at a time. http://www.beacon.
org/productdetails.cfm?SKU=8582

“Wetlands and Global Climate
Change: The Role of Wetland
Restoration in a Changing
World”
Kevin L. Erwin

This policy paper originally produced at the request of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands explores the
role of climate change in efforts to
restore and manage wetland ecosystems. Because wetland systems are
vulnerable to changes in the quantity
and quality of their water supply, it
is expected that climate change will
have a pronounced effect on their
overall health and integrity by pro-

voking significant alterations in hydrological regimes with great global
variability. Specific restoration and
management plans will therefore
require examination by habitat, as
floodplains, mangroves, saltmarshes, etc. are very diverse systems responding to different stressors and
needing different kinds and degrees
of intervention. Ultimately, successful long-term restoration and management of wetlands will hinge on
how we choose to respond to the effects of climate change and how we
choose priorities for restoration and
research.
Visit
http://environment.com/
index.php/2009/01/wetland-restoration-and-climate-change/ to read the
full article.

Ecopsychology

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

A new online peer-reviewed
journal to be launched this spring
will examine the psychological origins of environmental issues and the
ways in which ecology and psychology interact on individual, societal,
and global levels. The journal,
Ecopsychology, will explore such
themes as how to balance environmental and sustainability concerns
with lifestyle choices and religious,
societal, and cultural practices;
the role of connection to nature in
healthy development and identity;
emotional and psychological factors
that drive environmental issues; ecotherapy and the use of wilderness for
health and healing; effective ways to
motivate sustainable behaviors; and
spiritual and cultural practices that
support a healthy environment.
http://www.liebertpub.com/
products/product.aspx?pid=300

Discount on Wiley-Blackwell Products for SER Members!
Wiley-Blackwell has extended a discount to members of the SER. You can now receive a 25% discount on all of their product lines by using the following code: SDP18. Please visit their web site at:
www.wiley.com to start shopping!
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Members-in-the-News
Restoration Gardens
The Chicago Tribune reported
on March 13, 2009 that Chicagoland non-profit Citizens for
Conservation is partnering with
Audubon Chicago Region to try an
innovative new approach to restoring nearly 4,000 acres of degraded
prairie at Spring Creek Forest Preserve. More than 100 local volunteers will grow rare native plants
in their home gardens and then
harvest seed to be broadcast in the
field as part of the ongoing project.
According to Stephen Packard,
director of Audubon Chicago
Region, many of the rarest plants
will depend on the new native seed
gardeners program, as reintroduced
species will need time to become
established and produce sufficient
seed on their own.
To read the full article, visit
http://www.chicagotribune.com/
news/local/chi-seeds-nzone-13mar13,0,6443316.story

Forests in Decline
In a Tucson Citizen article from
January 21, 2009, Wally Covington, forest expert and director
of Northern Arizona University’s
Ecological Restoration Institute,
warns that Arizona’s ponderosa
pine forests have been allowed to
grow far denser than they would
under natural conditions and are
at risk for catastrophic fires that
could drastically reduce their area
or even completely destroy them.
Fires of this magnitude, Covington
says, would not only decimate the
forests, but would also precipitate
severe erosion and jeopardize important watersheds providing much
of the water for this arid region.
Addressing the House Environment Committee, Covington urged
immediate action to restore forest

health and avert these potentially
disastrous circumstances.
The entire article is available at
http://www.tucsoncitizen.com/ss/
fromtopemails/108241.php

in Charleston, South Carolina. A
series of presentations by speakers
from the institute were to explore
the relationship between emerging environmental sustainability
initiatives, such as alternative
energy exploration and real-time
water resources management, and
the creation of new jobs in the socalled green-collar sector.
Read the full article
at
http://www.clemson.edu/
newsroom/articles/2009/february/
ThinkTEC2009_CURI.php5

Keep Us Posted!

Been working on an interesting project? Been in the news
lately? Written a book, article,
More Native Vegetation for
paper? We’ll be happy to highlight
New Zealand’s Cities
it on our Member in the News or
Restoration Showcase on the SER
In a recent New Plymouth Daily homepage. Just send your materials
News article, restoration ecologist
to Levi Wickwire (levi@ser.org).
Bruce Clarkson of Waikato UniKeep your fellow members in the
versity in New Zealand discusses
loop.
a proposed research initiative that
would look at strategies for increasing the area of native forest
SER Cal will host its 16th Anand bush in New Zealand’s cities
and evaluate the resultant benefits
nual Conference, “A Confluto local communities. Clarkson
ence of Perspectives and Exis actively working to involve the
perience: Habitat Restoration
New Plymouth District Council in
in California’s Central Valley,”
the new project, as New Plymouth
April 29 through May 3 at the
is unique among New Zealand citLake Natoma Inn on the Ameriies for its area of native plant cover
and its commitment to environmen- can River in Folsom, California.
Co-sponsored by the Califortal stewardship.
nia Native Grasslands AssoLearn more at http://cber.bio.
waikato.ac.nz/research_urban.shtml ciation, the joint conference
will include several optional
workshops, a variety of techniThe Green Revolution
cal sessions, and a post-conference fieldtrip to one of five
A Clemson University press repossible sites. For a detailed
lease reported on February 9, 2009
conference schedule and regthat Gene Eidson and colleagues
istration information, visit http://
from the university’s Restoration
www.sercal.org/conference.htm
Institute were to participate in the
2009 ThinkTec Innovation Summit
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Chapter News
New England

SER Europe

The New England Chapter is pleased
to announce that as of February 2009,
their request for tax exempt status
under section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code has been granted.
This designation makes the chapter
eligible for tax deductible donations
and bequests and will undoubtedly
help further its mission to foster the
integration of science, planning, education and regulation in restoration
efforts in the New England region.

The SER Europe summer school
course “Species introduction and
management of biodiversity in restoration projects” will be held from
June 29 through July 3, 2009 at the
University of Münster in Germany.
Intended primarily for PhD students
working in restoration ecology and
related fields, the program will include lectures from specialists to
provide theoretical background;
field work and excursions to teach
practical research skills; and short
presentations of research projects by
participants. Applications are due
by April 1, 2009, so interested candidates mustn’t delay! For more details, visit http://www.uni-muenster.
de/Restorationsummerschool/,
or
contact Norbert Hölzel, nhoelzel@
uni-muenster.de

Midwest-Great Lakes
The Midwest-Great Lakes Chapter will host its first annual meeting April 24 and 25, 2009 at Marian College in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Dr. William Jordan III will give the
keynote presentation addressing the
history of ecological restoration in
the midwestern U.S. The scientific
agenda includes 47 presentations on
a range of topics related to ecological
restoration; a plenary session; and a
tour of the Marian College Ecolab
urban wetland restoration project and
Riverdale Estate with its historic Jens
Jensen-designed landscape. For more
details on the annual meeting, please
check our webpage (http://www.ser.
org/content/SERMWGL.asp).

Northwest
The Northwest Chapter will hold its
2009 regional conference in Lynnwood, Washington May 19-22. The
conference theme, “Creating Thriving Rural and Urban Communities
through Ecological Restoration,” will
be explored in technical sessions,
workshops, field trips and special
presentations focused on promoting
the preservation, conservation, enhancement, and restoration of urban

and rural ecosystems of the Pacific
Northwest. For more information,
visit http://capps.wsu.edu/sernw/

Texas
SER Texas announces its 2009 annual conference to be held November
6-8 at the John Newcombe Tennis
Ranch in New Braunfels, Texas. Presentations and fieldtrips will explore
the restoration of hydrologic systems
at several sites in this scenic Texas
Hill Country and elucidate this year’s
theme, “Water: ‘Agua es Vida.’” Information about submitting abstracts
and registering for the event will be
available soon on the chapter website
http://www.ser.org/txser/default.asp

The 7th European Conference on
Ecological restoration will be held
from August 23-28, 2010 in the historic city of Avignon, France. The
conference theme is “Ecological
restoration and sustainable development: establishing links across
frontiers”. Thierry Dutoit and Elise
Buisson (University of Avignon) and
their colleagues have already begun
organizing the event. Further information is available by contacting
Thierry Dutoit, thierry.dutoit@univavignon.fr

Southeast

New Student Guild

The former Coastal Plain Chapter
has officially changed its name to the
Southeast Chapter in hopes of conveying a broader regional focus and
promoting greater inclusivity among
professionals and practitioners working within its constituency area.

SER is pleased to announce the founding of a new Student Guild at Colorado State University in Fort Collins,
Colorado. The guild was created under the direction of faculty members
Mark Paschke and Brett Wolk, and
currently has 10 members.

Last Chance to Make Nominations for the SER 2009 Awards!
The deadline is fast approaching to make nominations for the SER 2009 Awards! If you know a practitioner, researcher, organization, community group or academic who has done exceptional work and
would like to nominate them for an award, visit http://www.ser.org/content/nominations_process.asp
to fill out our easy online nomination form. The deadline for nominations is April 21, 2009.
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